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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

E

very first day of school, I place candles
in my kids’ pancakes and have them
make wishes for the new school year.
And every year while they wish for
classes filled with their friends, little homework and even girlfriends (that one was my
boy’s wish), I make my own silent wishes. I
wish for understanding teachers and administrative staff, a whole lot of patience for us all
and a positive inclusive environment in which
both my children will be accepted for who
they are and flourish. But this year I have to
admit that I made a few extra wishes! You see,
my autistic son Jacob is starting high school.
GULP!
Four years … the reality has not yet really
sunk in fully, but the fact is that in four years
my boy is expected to graduate and then …
WHAT? That is what this issue of ZOOM (our
One-Year Anniversary Issue by the way) is all
about. As I started to explore our options, I
knew that I needed to share my findings with
you, our readers. From creating your own college transition plan to discovering what types
of post-secondary programs are out there, we
are bringing you the information you need
to know. We are also offering you first-hand
experiences and advice from autistic college
students to help shed some light and get you
thinking about what tools you may need to
start packing in your or your child’s tool box.
As David Finch shares in his humorous RETOUCH column “Releasing Gifted Kids into
the Wild,” it is not just academics that we need

to be teaching our kids if we want them to
thrive. Sometimes we need to explain to them
the importance of leaving other people’s underwear in the dryer! (Read the piece, and you
will understand and LAUGH! It’s very funny!)

Super Hero!” written by 14-year-old autistic comic book connoisseur Jacob Fuentes. The questions Jacob came up with for David
Kot, the creator of the World’s First Autism Super Hero to appear
in a comic book, are mature, complex (yet simple) and make this
MAMA beam with pride! (That’s my boy!)

If I had to describe our cover story interviews
– yes, plural – in one word, I guess that word
would be … SUPERCALIFRAGILISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS! And even that made-up Disney word doesn’t really begin to express the
insightfulness, the honesty, the sweetness and
pure love for all that is Disney that jumps off
the pages when you read the answers Owen
Suskind gives to the questions posed by our
very own Conner Cummings. Owen’s dad,
Ron, who just happens to be a Pulitzer Prizewinning journalist, does an equally delightful
job with his responses to the questions that
ZOOM co-founder, Executive Director and
Mom, who also taught her child through the
eyes of Disney, Sharon Cummings asks. It is
an enchanting read that will take you down
the rabbit hole and into a word where heroes,
sidekicks and autism all live happily ever
after!

And this is just the icing on this fabulous One-Year Anniversary
Issue cake as it is jammed packed with useful ideas, resources,
information and HOPE! From the bottom of my heart, I thank you
all for supporting us this past year, for reading, for offering your
insight, your talent, your time and your shared passion for what
we are doing! We look forward to growing bigger and better and
continuing to bring you a magazine that is written by the autism
community for the autism community!

Jacob, appeasing me so that he can get
to more important matters ...like eating,
holds up 9 fingers to indicate that he is
going into 9th grade.

Until Next Issue,

Sharon Fuentes
Editorial Director/Co-Founder & Publisher
zoomautism@gmail.com

We keep the hero theme going with a very
special ZOOM IN piece by Lydia Wayman
called, “SuperMom” about, yup, her Mother.
(Warning to the mamas out there you may
want to have a tissue on hand when you read
it.) Because you can never have enough cape
crusaders in an issue, we bring you the article:
“It’s a Bird, It’s a Plane, NO… It’s an Autism

Keeping our Fuentes Family First Day of School
Tradition of a candle in your pancakes is Grace, now a
7th grader, and Jacob, our freshman in high school!
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A ZOOM EDITORIAL

Congratulations!
You Graduated High School!

Now What?
8
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G

raduating high school
is a huge milestone,
but what happens
after graduation can be both
daunting and even downright
discouraging. Thankfully,
there are many post-secondary
programs that offer training,
certifications and support
transitioning services to help
autistic individuals succeed in
obtaining higher education.
The list below is by no means
complete, but it will give you a
good idea of the types of programs that are out there. For
some, we were even able to
include real, first-hand perspective from students, parents
and community members who
are directly involved with the
programs. (We included these
as sidebars.)
Information for this article was
taken from the college or university websites, so some information and prices quoted may
have changed. We found many
resources in North America
and imagine that these types
of programs also exist in other
parts of the world. We will be
adding this information to our
website www.zoomautism.org.
If you know of a program that
is not mentioned here, please
let us know so that we can
include it.
Zoom is neither endorsing nor
being paid to include any of
these programs. We simply are
including them as a resource
and a starting point. We encourage autistic adults and parents to do their own research
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and to reach out to their local colleges, universities and autism
associations to see what programs and funding may be available.

United States
Alabama
The University of Alabama, ASD College Transition and
Support Program (UA-ACTS) provides individualized services
to help students develop appropriate skills for self-advocacy, daily
living and social interactions that will contribute to their success
as independent adults. Students must be admitted to the University of Alabama and plan to pursue a degree. There is a $3,000 per
semester cost to this program in addition to regular tuition and
housing fees.
Arizona
Chapel Haven West is a two-year residential program that
teaches Life Skills, Self-Determination and Vocational Readiness
and helps students to succeed in post-secondary education as desired and enhanced by a unique association with the University of
Arizona, which is within walking distance of the residential apartments. Contact the school for tuition and fees.

Aaron Brown-Coats attended the Marino
Campus in 2013-14. Aaron studied the
Microsoft Technology Associate Program,
which focused on computer software and
hardware repair, security and networking.
With his natural computer skills, he excelled in the class. During the program, he
started an internship at Planned Growth,
a major South Florida digital marketing
company. Aaron learned about marketing
and the power of social media and was able
to put skills learned at Marino Campus
into practice. After his internship, he was
offered a position and is working on social
media for clients of the company. He is
also attending Miami-Dade College, seeking a bachelor’s degree in computer science.
As a Marino Campus alumnus, he remains
active in clubs and campus events. He acts
as a spokesperson at foundation events,
gives campus tours and assists with open
houses for new students and their families.

Arkansas
The University of Arkansas Autism Support Program provides comprehensive services to students in the areas of academics, social skills and transitioning to independent adult roles.
Academic coaches assist with content tutoring, time management,
organization and communicating successfully with instructors.
Student life staff helps students manage dorm life, interact with
peers and take advantage of the myriad of opportunities on campus and in the community. Staff works closely with university
faculty and various administrative offices. In addition, the director
communicates regularly with parents regarding student progress
and any concerns that may arise. The cost of the program is $5000
per semester. This fee is in addition to the tuition and housing
fees.
California
Taft College - The Transition to Independent Living Program (TIL) is a post-secondary educational experience for adults
having developmental/intellectual disabilities. The program provides instruction, training and support on a community college
campus. The program is comprehensive, with a curriculum and
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training opportunities that promote acquisition of the functional,
social and career skills necessary for students to live productive
lives. Contact the school for fees.
Colorado

“The ASD Program at Purchase College has done
so much for me and others! When I was first coming
into college, I felt very alone as an autistic person,
but when I went to my first support group meeting, I
started to feel less alone. I was still shy and scared, of
course, but I knew that there were other autistic people
at college with me who would understand what it’s
been like for me.
This past April we conducted our 2nd Annual Autism Awareness and Acceptance Panel and Talent
Showcase, the goal of which is to educate our community about autistic people, autism, and autism acceptance. The first year we did this we got two standing
ovations, and people even interrupted me when I
said I was autistic to clap and quickly cheer me for it.
I’d never experienced autism acceptance before that
point in such overt amounts let alone from a group of
strangers. That day I felt more acceptance from them
than I had from my family and friends up until that
point. The second year was great overall, but there’s so
much more I wish I got the chance to say at the second one but for a combination of reasons I was unable
to say it, but I’m confident I’ll be ready next year for
sure!”
~ David Cusack Johnson
David is s student and a peer mentor with the ASD
Purchase Program as well as a member of the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee, Board Member (Purchase College Representative) for the New
York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG) and
Student Fundraiser for the Office of Institutional Advancement at Purchase College.

The Colorado State University Opportunities for Postsecondary Success (OPS) program is for CSU students with learning differences and/or disabilities who may benefit from weekly
one-on-one support services. These services are in addition to
standard academic accommodations provided through the Resources for Disabled Students Office. The program fee is $1,500
per semester plus regular tuition and housing. Grant funding provides a limited number of free scholarships for up to two semesters on a first-come, first-served basis for students on the autism
spectrum.
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Georgia

Florida
Marino Campus, developed by The Dan Marino Foundation,
is a licensed post-secondary school that prides itself in being the
logical “next step” in promoting the independence of autistic
individuals and other students with developmental disabilities.
One-year programs of study include Hospitality, Computer Technology, Entrepreneurship, and Retail. Additional core courses
include Finance, Employability and Social Skills Training, Business Etiquette, Health and Computer Safety. Once the student has
completed the program, the Campus’ Career Services Department
assists in job placement and support. Tuition for the one-year
program is approximately $18,600 and covers the cost of instructors, curriculum and administration as well as student support
services, peer and academic mentoring, case management, career
counseling, internship, job coaching, industry certification fees
and student-life activities. Limited scholarships and financial aid
may be available for those who qualify.
Nova Southeastern University - ACCESS PLUS provides autistic students services to support their academic achievement, to
live independently—and to participate fully in campus life. Access
Plus students may receive support in keeping their dorm rooms
organized and clean, developing and maintaining schedules to ensure attendance at classes and completion of assignments, career
planning, job coaching, support groups, tutors and more. The fee
for Access Plus is $8,000 per semester. This is in addition to Nova
Southeastern University’s tuition schedule for undergraduate
programs.
University of West Florida - Argos for Autism Program

(AAP) is a Beyond Access
service offered by the Student
Disability Resource Center that
provides academic, social, life
skills and career planning support to students with autism
who attend the University of
West Florida. AAP partners
with Career Services, Counseling & Psychological Services,
Wellness Services, Housing
and Residence Life and various
other departments on campus
to provide programs and support.

The GOALS Program at
Columbus State University
is a two-year certificate program that provides a college
experience for individuals with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities. Students complete
36 credit hours of inclusive and
program-specific courses along
with work-related internships
that are designed to support
the academic and personal
leadership development of
students. Spaces are limited, so
students are encouraged to apply early. For more information
and tuition fees, contact the
school directly.
Illinois
Eastern Illinois University’s
Students with Autism
Transitional Education
Program (STEP) focuses on
providing enhanced support in
three main skill sets areas: academics, social, and daily-living

ZOOM Autism through Many Lenses
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skills. A fee of $1,000 per semester is required
to participate in the program in addition to
tuition and housing fees.
Massachusetts
Western New England University - Peer
Mentoring Program is for autistic students
or those with ADHD. Mentors and mentees
will work together to create an individualized
plan designed to meet specific personal and
academic goals, specifically targeting areas
such as communication, social skills, problem
solving, organization and time-management.

mentoring. Contact the school directly for fees
for this program.
SUNY (State University of New York)
Purchase College - The Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD) Program provides services
that are free and confidential. The goal of the
program is to help students navigate through
college successfully as well as to prepare them
for life after graduation. There is a strong emphasis on the development of academic, social,
time management, stress reduction and independent living skills.
North Carolina

New Jersey
Fairleigh Dickinson University’s COMPASS Program at the Metropolitan Campus is designed to provide critical support
during the first two years of college so that
young adults with Asperger’s Syndrome can
discover new competencies, hone trusted coping skills and explore new opportunities for
success. The fee for the COMPASS program is
$6,376 per academic year in addition to tuition
and residence fees.
Rutgers University College Support Program (CSP) for Students on the Autism Spectrum addresses executive functioning, social
competence, academic success, self-care, selfadvocacy and career preparations. Fee is $3,500
per semester plus tuition and housing.
New York
Bridges to Adelphia Program at Adelphia
University is a multifaceted support program
that provides academic, social, independent
living and vocational support services to students who often struggle with issues typically
associated with nonverbal and neurosocial
disorders. Services include academic coaching,
learning assistance, problem solving, social
skills training, behavioral modeling and peer

14
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Western Carolina University’s UP Program is an inclusive, two-year, on-campus
living and learning experience. The goal of the
program is to facilitate UP students’ transition
from secondary school to adult life with education, employment and independent living.
Contact the school directly for fees and more
information.
Pennsylvania
Eastern University - The College Success
Program for Students Living with Autism
Spectrum Disorder is designed to maximize
students’ potential as they live and learn within
a caring Christian community. Support is offered for academics, social skills, life skills and
campus culture. Contact the school for fees.
Mercyhurst University’s Autism/Asperger
Initiative (The AIM Program) is designed
for students who, while exhibiting superior
intellectual ability, face challenges in executive
functioning and social interactions. The program focuses on a collaborative model that promotes the development of self-advocacy and
independent living skills to encourage sound
academic and social progress. Recognizing the
role that parents have played in their students’
lives, families are consulted when appropriate
in matters of concern. Contact the school for

Kenneth, in the grey standing in back with lanyard on, and his Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Brothers.

“I graduated from the Western Carolina University
Participants Program in October 2014. While I was
there, I took classes in criminal justice and political
science since I want to be an advocate and lobbyist
for inclusive opportunities for students with autism
and various disabilities.
I made many friends through my supports and
friends through the UP program. Some I met
through volunteering and clubs I joined like the
International Studies club and the Asian Student
Association. During my last semester, I joined the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity. At first it was hard
because I did not have a GPA, but all the brothers
fought to make me an official brother, and at the end

of my final semester, I was made an official brother
of Delta Sigma Phi.
Five months after graduation I started my job with
The Arc of The Triangle in Raleigh, NC. I also do
a lot of public speaking about my post-secondary
education experience. This fall I will be a LEND
Trainee Self Advocate and grad student at The
Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities.
LEND stands for Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental Disabilities. I am currently working on
my first book titled My Journey with Inclusion as
a Person with Autism.~ Kenneth Kelty
(Follow Kenneth and his journey on Facebook)
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annual fees for this program.
Vermont
Landmark College serves students who learn
differently. Their integrated services model
provides a structured living and learning
environment that combines a renowned pedagogical approach with tailored social and other
programmatic supports. Contact the college
directly for fees and more information.
Virginia
College of William and Mary - The Neurodiversity Initiative seeks first to serve the
W&M campus community and ultimately to
be a model for others. The program is committed to educating the community about brain
differences and to supporting and cultivating
an appreciation of the many kinds of diversity
we can nurture. To achieve this they created a
Neurodiversity Working Group composed of
faculty, staff, administrators, students, alumni
and members of the community. There is also
a Neurodiversity Student Group, which provides a venue for students who are interested
in learning about neurodiversity and students
who are neurodiverse themselves to meet others and endorse positive change.
George Mason University’s Autism Support Initiative offers individualized, comprehensive social and academic supports in order
to guide students through the transition into
university life and assist them in building the
skills needed for success in college and beyond.
The fee is $3,200 per semester in addition to
tuition and housing fees. Payment plans are
available.
West Virginia
Marshall University’s College Program for
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder offers individualized skill building and
therapeutic support to degree-seeking students
on the spectrum. The program uses a positive

behavior approach. There is a fee of $3,200 per
semester in addition to tuition and housing
fees.

Canada
Community Integration through Cooperative Education (CICE) programs are
two-year college programs designed for adult
students with developmental disabilities, autism spectrum disorder, mild intellectual disabilities or brain injury and provide students
a unique opportunity to continue their education in a college environment. The core CICE
learning focuses on personal development,
human growth and essential employability
skills, which include interpersonal and workplace communications, functional mathematics,
career exploration and readiness, health and
wellness. CICE programs are currently offered
at these colleges:
Confederation College, Thunder Bay
Durham College, Oshawa
Fleming College, Peterborough
Georgian College, Barrie
Humber College, Toronto
Lambton College, Sarnia
Mohawk College, Hamilton
Sault College, Sault Ste. Marie
St. Clair College, Windsor
St. Lawrence College, Brockville

Experience the TGS difference!
Temple Grandin School is more than just a school - it’s a
community. We provide a safe, supportive environment where
students can transcend their labels, grow from their strengths,
and soar to heights they never thought possible.

Serving students in grades 6-12 with Asperger’s
or similar learning profiles.
Now enrolling for 2015-2016!
To learn more, visit http://templegrandinschool.org
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How to have

a SWEET No-Fuss
School Morning

B y

D ebi

T a y lor

here is a really funny skit I remember
from my childhood years of watching The
Electric Company about sweet rolls. It was
a simple conversation between a customer and a
waitress:

T

***
C: “A cup of coffee and a sweet roll.”
W: “We’re out of sweet rolls.”
C:

“Glass of milk and a sweet roll?”

W: “We are … out of sweet rolls.”
C:

“Iced tea and a sweet roll?”

W: “We are OUT of sweet ROLLS.”
C:

“Orange juice and a sweet roll?”
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W: “WE ARE OUT OF SWEET ROLLS!!!!”

(silence)
C: “Okay. Then I’ll just have a sweet roll.”

The waitress exits the scene screaming in frustration.
***
It still makes me giggle—probably because it describes most of the people I interact with daily.
If you look at it from a different angle, in relation to how your autistic child processes information, it can lift another veil in understanding
and diffusing some of those frustrating moments. How many times have you had to repeat
a command or request to your child for what

you perceive to be a simple and obvious task?
If your house is like mine, it can sometimes be
seven or eight, and then my patience can surpass simmer and go straight to a rolling boil.

the cashier over and over for bread, raising my
voice and getting frustrated, or would I eventually figure out that I have to go to a different
store to get what I need?

While it’s true that children make you repeat
yourself in general, consider that your autistic
child simply and honestly may not understand
what you’re asking nor how to ask for clarification. Many times, if a question or statement isn’t
understood by my son, he will simply bypass
it and move on as if it were a “File Not Found”
error that automatically redirected to a new
website.

I learned the hard way that I can’t get mad at my
child when I am expecting something from him
based on the way I operate and think—something he simply isn’t capable of. Boy, do I love
the mornings so much more now that I am looking for bread in the right store—and so does he!

Multiple commands are difficult to process. It
took me a while to realize this and stop perceiving my son as being defiant. Asking him to put
on his socks and shoes, brush his teeth, and
meet me in the car while I pour my morning coffee (the way I would process the morning’s rituals) would result in absolute shutdown. I would
most likely finish my tasks, expecting him to be
diligently checking off the list I assigned him,
and then find him on his Nintendo DS with
none of the items completed. Naturally, at that
point (after a minor litany of loud grumblings),
I would also expect him to hurry through the
list, sharing my sense of urgency, understanding
that we were now late.
Here’s the deal. He doesn’t process multiple
commands. He doesn’t break his ritual or the
order things should be done because I am yelling that we’re late. He doesn’t “just know” what
comes next without being told. I can tell him we
are out of sweet rolls until I’m shouting it, but
he will still ask for them. Why? Because at this
time, that is how his brain processes information. It is MY EXPECTATIONS of him that are
causing the frustrations and meltdowns, not his
behavior.
If I continue to repeat myself in these same
fashions, doesn’t that mean I’m expecting him to
do something he’s not capable of? Wouldn’t that
be the same as going into a hardware store and
asking for a loaf of bread? Would I keep asking

BONUS Tips for a
SWEET Morning:
* Use single commands. (Put your
socks on. Good. Now go brush your
teeth. Great job!)
* Establish predictable routines.
* Hang visual cues in a central location
so that you can refer to them.
* Lay out items (school clothes, back		
pack, shoes, etc.) the night before.
* Allow extra time for zippers, buttons, 		
etc.
* Have timed races to see who finishes
a  series of tasks first, making it a fun
game.
* Use lots of positive reinforcement!

Debi is a single mom of two autistic teens and
an emergency responder in her community. She
founded Spirit of Autism, a training program
aimed at keeping emergency responders and
autistic individuals safe on the scene of a crime, fire, medical call
or disaster.
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CLOSE-UP

Why I Choose to Homeschool
My Children
Editor’s Note: Be it a momentary thought after a bad IEP meeting or a last resort option
after something much more serious has occurred, most special needs parents have toyed
with the idea of taking their children out of the public/private school system and educating them at home. For many, it is the only viable option. Since this issue of ZOOM deals a
lot with school, we felt the need to explore the idea of homeschooling as well. With that
in mind, this Close Up is a little different. Rather than just showcase one parent’s point
of view, we decided to share a few because, if you are considering homeschooling, we
thought you might find it helpful to hear from those who have been there and done it! We
asked each of these three parents the same question: “Why did you choose to homeschool
your child, and what are the advantages and disadvantages?” This is what they had to say.

Because No One Knows Your Child
Better Than You

Because They Learn at Their
Own Pace

Choosing to homeschool our son was not an
easy decision. Teaching your own child is both a
privilege and a challenge. Setting up the school
program and keeping up the schedule with an
autistic child is not an easy task. It is also difficult to have the dual roles of both parent and
teacher. In the end, however, I firmly believe
that few teachers will provide the devotion and
care that a parent will for his own child.

Fifteen months ago, my three autistic children
were all on IEPs. My three-year-old son was
receiving home services from a county ECSE
(Early Childhood Special Education) resource
teacher, and my five-year-olds were finishing
their first year of preschool in an ECSE classroom. It turned out to be a challenging year and
one in which I felt like my children’s needs were
not being met at school. They were becoming
stressed out and unhappy. I decided to stop trying to fight the county and go with my original
plan of homeschooling.

No, it’s not easy to learn how to become a
teacher if that was not your original educational
background. However, you have the significant
benefit of knowing your child intimately and
understanding what works and what might turn
into a problem. I firmly concluded that it was
all worth the effort. In our case the homeschooling was not a forever thing – just a way to fill in
a gap in a school system that we felt was inadequate for our son’s needs at the time.

~Mark Friese
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Homeschooling allows us to let our children
learn on their own timetable and without pressure or anxiety. It enables my younger son, who
is upset around noise and groups of kids, to play
in an environment in which he is comfortable.
My older son, who was coming off the preschool
bus and falling apart every day, is thriving and
learning so much. He has taught himself how
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to read over the past two years through Chicka
Chicka Boom Boom videos and books that we
watch and read together. My daughter is much
more relaxed as she is not being rushed around
or in therapy/school several times a week. Letting my children lead and set the pace for their
own learning has been extremely freeing for all
of us.

~ Courtney Peters
Because It Brought a Sense
of Confidence and Calm to Our
Entire Family
I will be honest; home-schooling an autistic
child is not for the weak. I learned very early on
that a team of dedicated, passionate individuals working together towards a goal larger than
their own individual interests would be the key
to success, but it takes determination, sacrifice
and a vision in which you assume competence
from your child. I also learned that a home program cannot be successful if you do not invest
the time into nurturing your team. At the beginning, the disadvantages of choosing to homeschool can certainly appear to weigh more than
the advantages—the sacrifice (money and time)
that one parent must make to coordinate a home
program is challenging. With time, however, it
became more second nature and the advantages
more apparent. I came to realize and appreciate the confidence and calm that homeschooling
brought my son and our family, especially when
seeing, in retrospect, that the amount of time I
had dedicated to IEP meetings, evaluations and
advocacy struggles were far more stressful than
running a home program. Beyond my son’s
academics, our team focuses on his social needs
as well as life skills for both the present and the
future. Once a routine is formed, the challenge
of homeschooling becomes less demanding.
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The past nine years of administering my son’s
homeschool program, including the training of
over 25 individuals to work with him (on a budget) motivated me to open a pediatric therapy
center last fall. I wanted to share with parents
that it is possible to find and create your own
solution. My greatest source of help has always
been fellow parents and searching for materials and organizations that fit the interests of my
child. Fortunately, there are endless resources
available online as well as multiple homeschooling groups that become accessible by performing a simple Google search for groups related to
your child’s interests or your geographic area. I
would encourage anyone who feels that all the
traditional options either do not benefit your
child or even have a negative impact on your
child to consider homeschooling.

~ Donna Shank
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“Living a Great, Wonderful and Happy Autistic Life!”
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS WITH OWEN AND RON SUSKIND
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RON SUSKIND

Pulitzer Prize-Winning Journalist,
Author and Autism Dad
BY SHARON CUMMINGS

in reality and in animation, we are the ones
being rescued when we discover that all it takes
is faith, trust and a little bit of Tinkerbell’s pixie
dust for good measure.
As a mom to an autistic adult who also learned
through the eyes of Disney—the way Ron’s
youngest son Owen did—I love learning about
other parents’ journeys. Life, Animated is not
just a story about autism; it is one about perseverance and HOPE—two words that just so
happen to be favorites of mine and Conner’s.
This was why I was so excited to have the opportunity to interview Ron and for Conner to
be able to interview Owen. (Read Conner and
Owen’s incredible interview that follows this
one.) While no two journeys are ever the same,
I certainly was able to see my family in the Suskind’s story. We at Zoom think you will too.
We invite you to get to know Ron and Owen a
little better by reading the following interviews,
and encourage you to visit their website Life
Animated to learn more about the Autism Affinity Project, Affinity Therapy and their book,
Life, Animated: A Story of Sidekicks, Heroes, and
Autism.
-----

S

omething mystifying happens the moment you find out you are going to become a parent. Without even realizing you
are doing it, you start to imagine what
life will be like, who this little person will
become, what the future has in store. Ron
Suskind, a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and
author of some of America’s most important
works of nonfiction that explore the complexities of the human experience, and his wife Cornelia were no different. They too had dreams
for their children, Walt and Owen. We are sure
that Ron, being a writer, had created quite a
vivid picture too! But before they knew it, that
storyline changed and the Suskinds quickly
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found themselves in a parallel world where
they chose to dive down Alice in Wonderland’s
rabbit hole into a new, unfamiliar world, a
place where they would meet interesting characters, hear enchanting music and learn a whole
new language mimicking every magical word
from Owen’s favorite Disney movies.
An autism specialist once told the Suskinds that
they were trying to “rescue their child.” How
easy it is for parents to believe that they are the
ones doing the rescuing when in reality, just
like Ron talks about in his book Life, Animated:
A Story of Sidekicks, Heroes, and Autism, sometimes it is unclear who rescues whom. Perhaps,

Sharon C.: One of my favorite quotes in the
book is one by Owen. “You have to live in the
world.” In your book you talk a lot about parallel worlds (real
and Disney). Can
you explain what
you mean by parallel worlds and
how you were able
to help Owen open
the gate and cross
over between to
the two?

of everything in all of those movies, which he
was using as code breakers to crack the mysteries of an often inscrutable world. We realized this was happening, but it wasn’t until he
was 19 and about to leave home that he let us
into this matrix,
showing how his
interpretations
of the movies
and what he was
“into” at various
times helped him
to organize and
interpret the opposing plane of
real events—like
two giant circuit
boards, facing each other, firing with increasing
complexity as he grew and lived. He still marks
time by what movies he was into at key periods in our lives. He remembers every time he’s
been to the theatre, which is hundreds of times,

The thing to remember is that our kids
grow on a different trajectory than
many of their peers, but they do grow
and find new venues and experiences.

Ron: When Owen
was about seven, we realized that he’d memorized all the Disney movies. Over the years, we
began to see that he’d created in his head two
enormous grids: one with the events of his life
and that of his family and another parallel grid
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of course—when, who came,
what theatre, what he felt—but
he also has an equally astonishing memory for the events
of his life and ours. Today, the
parallel planes are still firing,
but he doesn’t have to rely on
the movies nearly as much.
----Sharon C.: My son’s favorite
characters change with each
new movie released, and I
imagine Owen’s did as well.
However, the one that stands
above them all for Conner is
Walt Disney himself. Was one
particular movie or character
more dominant in assisting
Owen with his communication? What was it about this
particular character that you
think seemed to reach Owen
the most?
Ron: I don’t know if there’s
one above
the others. It
changed with
circumstances
and his needs.
Certainly, the
wise sidekicks—
Rafiki, Merlin,
Timothy the
Mouse (Dumbo),
Jiminy Cricket—
have a special
place atop the pantheon. Owen
has been in an internal conversation with them for years. In
some ways, those characters
have helped him navigate the
world.
-----

Sharon C.: For parents who
have more than one child, finding balance can be very difficult. How did you handle this
with Owen and your oldest son
Walt?

on a personal level versus Disney scripts, how did you feel when
Owen responded back and answered your question?
Ron: Out of body. But, after a moment, so very natural. We all
have voices in our heads. Owen—and kids like him—just have
that to a greater extent than others. When we started to talk as
characters, worlds opened up for all of us, not
just him.
			-----

“When we started to talk
as characters, worlds
opened up for all of us,

not just him.”

Sharon C.: The first time you
transformed into Iago (from
Aladdin) and spoke to Owen
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Sharon C.: Did your therapist/doctors/counselors/family/friends support your Disney approach to learning and communication?

Ron: Not at the start. The view was that this was
a perseverative “restricted interest” that should
be ignored, cut off, turned into a transactional
tool for behavorial modification or viewed benignly—and, in a way, immaterially—to be interested in until we
could find a handle to pull him out. We loved our team and still
do, but that was the prevailing view. No one saw that it was a
world we could enter and live in with him, filled with references,
symbolic connections, navigational tools. Owen’s therapist got it
when Owen was about 13, and he jumped in with us. Eventually,
we used his “intrinsic motivation” in his affinity to build, with him
often leading, a vessel that he now drives into the world. A vessel, mind you, of acquired capacities and emotional valence that
he operates largely free of the literalism of the scripts and lyrics he
long ago turned into a language.
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Ron: Well, the sibling issues
are huge and under studied.
Really, they’re under-appreciated. Remember, the sibling
is often the only same-aged,
“neuro-typical” person the
child will
ever truly
know. And
they’ll be
together
across the
entire life
journey.
We guided
Walt, of
course, and
brought
him into
the adult camp rather early to
explain what he was seeing.
But we always gave him free
will to act—in regard to his
brother and the wider world—
as he decided. You can see him
evolve and mature through
the pages of the book. It’s one
of the most moving parts of
the book as, of course, it has
been in our lives. Walt was
the only one Owen drew as a
hero. And, in so many ways,
he was and is—in Owen’s
parlance—“the protector of the
sidekicks.” He’s now 27 and
works in Washington for the
Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, the new agency that
was formed after the financial
crash to protect the public, the
little guy, against predations

of financial institutions. Makes
sense: a federal protector of the
sidekicks.
----Sharon C.: My son is 23, and
Disney is still his passion,
his motivation, his dream. Is
Disney still as prominent for
Owen now? What is his passion? What are you doing, as a
parent, to continue to grow this
passion and allow him to be all
that he can be?

“Live in the moment with
your children, even if it
means crowing or swinging
or dancing in front of
TV screens.”

Ron: He still loves
Disney and loves
animated movies,
but his interests
have widened. It
goes. Nothing gets
lost. But he’ll want
to move on sometimes and say, “I’ll
give that a rest for
a while.” That’s
not a bad thing,
but the underlying foundations of how he uses
these movies to make sense of
the world remain intact. Think
of it this way: everything connects. The DNA of all things
can be found in everything if
you know how to look for it.
----Sharon C: Looking into the
“magic mirror,” what do you
foresee in Owen’s future?
Where do you see him in the
next ten years?
Ron: It’s hard to say. As Owen
will tell you, “the future is
unknowable.” The thing to
remember is that our kids grow
on a different trajectory than
many of their peers, but they

do grow and find new venues
and experiences. And, like the
rest of us, they learn more from
the defeats than the victories.
More and more, Owen’s life
is his own. He’s finding his
own challenges and joys and,
thereby, the lessons are ones he
firmly owns.
----Sharon C: What do you want
our readers to know that you
wish someone told you in the
early years?
Ron: What would we have
wanted to hear? The question
is also what would we have
believed? There is something
we learned only after much
trial and error: you can’t be
trying to fix these kids every
minute of every day, even if
that’s what you feel you must
do with the understandable
urgency of helping them live
fuller lives. You have to tamp
down that urge and just enjoy
them, even if it’s miles away
from you’re traditional and
expected array of joys. They
live more in the moment than
most of us do. Many folks and
wise teachers—from Christian
to Buddhist—try to teach us all
to do that: live in the moment,
the here and now. Live in the
moment with your children,
even if it means crowing or
swinging or dancing in front
of TV screens. That’s where
you’ll find them, waiting, and
together, you’ll feel a burst of
a kind of lovely liberation. No
one told us to do that. Now,
that’s what we tell people, far
and wide.
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OWEN SUSKIND

The Protector of Sidekicks
BY CONNER CUMMINGS

Owen: A sidekick is a secondary character
that helps the hero fulfill his or her destiny and
often provide comic relief. Protecting them?
You keep them in a
safe place. You make
sure to include them.
Even if you feel you’re
the hero, you think
about what’s best for
the sidekick. After all,
they’re there to help
you fulfill your destiny.
-----

I
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the songs and imitate the characters and dialog from the movies. And it makes me excited,
which makes me flap my arms, jump high and
dance. But most importantly, Disney puts a
smile on both of our faces.
Editor’s Note: Owen has his own YouTube Channel
where he showcases hard-to-find Disney collectibles,
gives tours of his own collections, provides guest
interviews and more. Check it out!
----Conner: You say you are the Protector of
Sidekicks—no sidekick gets left behind. What is
a sidekick? What do you do to protect a sidekick?

-----

“I think we’re all really
sidekicks, searching within
ourselves for the qualities of

the hero.”

Conner: What character do you most identify
with now?

am honored to interview Owen because I
read his book, I have seen him on TV and
because we have so very much in common. Disney has transported both of us
into another world. Owen is in Neverland
from Peter Pan, and I am in Arendelle from
Frozen. And we also both learned life lessons
from each of the films. For instance, in Beauty
and the Beast, Owen learned that true beauty
comes from within and not from outward appearances. He learned to be true to himself.
I learned the same thing from the movie and
that we have to look deep inside ourselves for
who we really are. Disney makes Owen happy.
This ‘happy’ makes him want to sing along to

Tonight” is playing about—let me see—about
four nights a week.

Owen: How about three: Iago (from Aladdin),
Zazu (from Lion King) and Lucky Jack (from
Home on the Range). Why I relate to them is
because Zazu is a very proper adviser, and I
advise, sometimes, my friends. He’s also protective of others, like I am. Lucky Jack is wacky
and crusty, and he’s guideful (that’s a word I
invented for a traveler who guides others on
their journeys). That’s like me. All three are
funny, and I’m developing my sense of humor. Iago is the more complicated one because
he’s the evil sidekick to the villain Jafar, but he
provides comic relief, unlike most villain sidekicks, and anyone with a sense of humor has to
have some goodness in them. I’ve written a few
script revisions where Iago turns to good and
advances the plot, helping Aladdin fulfill his
destiny. And I believe all people can be turned
to good.
-----

Conner: What is in your “tool
kit” that helps you each year as
your number age grows and you
learn to believe in yourself?

Owen: To take more responsibility of my own, each year. The
scene in Lion King where Simba
sees Mufasa’s magic ghost in the
nighttime sky and Mufasa says,
“Remember who you are. You are my son and
the one true king.” It’s hard sometimes to remember who you are and what you’re capable
of. That’s because sometimes other people don’t
see it—the greatness you know is in your heart.
And they treat you like it’s not there and like
you’re not there, like you’re lost and invisible.
When that happens, I say, “I want to be appreciated, and we all want to be appreciated for
who we are.”
----Conner: You have quoted Quasimodo when
he breathed life into gargoyles to find out who
he was. Quasi states that life is not a spectator
sport encouraging us to live it. What or who’s
advice can you leave with us now?

Conner: I read that you have been in love and
had a first kiss. My first kiss was Snow White.
Are you in love now? Describe what it feels like
in Disney fashion so that we understand.
Owen: Being in love over the past three years is
a new experience for me. That first kiss with my
girlfriend? It’s like in Mulan, where they shoot
off all the fireworks at once! Being in a love
relationship feels like “Can You Feel the Love
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Owen: “If watching is all you’re gonna do,
you’re gonna watch your life go on without
you!” That’s also from the wise gargoyle Laverne. We all must do what is right for us to
live a great
and happy
life. It sometimes doesn’t
feel like it’s
within reach,
but it is. Each
morning, you
need to imagine yourself
in a larger
way. I think
we’re all really sidekicks,
searching within ourselves for the qualities of
the hero. And the greatest of those qualities is

helping others fulfill their destinies. Doing that,
you grow large and take a step on the path to
the greatest life.

“It’s hard sometimes to remember
who you are and what you’re capable of.
That’s because sometimes other people don’t
see it—the greatness you know is

in your heart.”

Just for Fun...

-----

Zoom: Coffee or Tea?

Conner: Disney movies have
helped us both communicate and
learn social skills. Is this still your
form of learning/improving your
communication? Can you explain
the best form of communication
for you?

Owen: I can have conversations
with others now. I still have all
the characters in my head. I add
new ones sometimes, some from
live action, too, or movies like Inside Out, which I loved. But conversation can be
hard. Often, you’re unsure what to say or what

Owen: Neither
Zoom: Dog or Cat?
Owen: Both
Zoom: Cake or Ice Cream?
Owen: Both!
Zoom: Mountains or Beach?
someone else is thinking. I work every day to
get better at that. Sometimes what I do is think
of scenes in my head and think about what I’d
say if I was in
that scene, talking to the characters. It sometimes feels like I
can speak better
in the voice of
my favorites—
like Merlin or
Rafiki or Phil
from Hercules—
than in my own
voice. But as I
get older and see how so many movies are mirrors to life, it’s all becoming my voice.

“We all must do what
is right for us to live a

great and happy life. It sometimes doesn’t feel like it’s
within reach, but it is.”

Owen: Both!
Zoom: Movies or Reading?
Owen: Movies. Sorry, Mom.
Zoom: And last but not least, if you could
have any super power, what would it be
and why?
Owen: Good question. It’d be to . . .
ZOOM fast!

----Conner: What is in your future for your Happily Ever After?
Owen: Living a great, wonderful and happy
life, whatever lies ahead. I don’t know exactly
what that’ll be. We never know what lies in the
future. But whatever comes, I’ll find it.
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BALANCE

Learning to Say NO
and NOT Feeling Guilty about It!

I

n today’s fast-paced world, it is easy to find
yourself over-committed and stressed out.
If your to-do list is as long as your pants’
leg, then you may have what some professionals call “need to please” syndrome or, as we
at ZOOM like to call it, an inability to say NO!
Why is it that a small word like NO can be so
hard to say? Whether you say “yes” out of guilt,
inner conflict or a mistaken belief that you can
“do it all,” learning to say no to more demands
can be one of the biggest courtesies you can do
for yourself and those you love as it reduces
stress levels, gives you time for what’s really
important and allows you to find more balance.

You Are Not a Bad Person
If You Say No

Hey, YOU … yes, you reading this … come
closer. Guess what? Saying no doesn’t mean
that you are being rude, selfish or unkind.
These are all unhelpful beliefs that make it even
harder to say no. The reality is that if you agree
to a request that you would rather decline out
of guilt, obligation or because you think others
will think you are unkind if you don’t say yes,
then you are likely to only feel stress, guilt and,
ultimately, resentment.

You Are NOT a Super Hero

You are unique, valuable and important. No one
else in this world can offer what you can, BUT
that doesn’t mean you have to do everything!
In fact, it means you need to learn to prioritize,
know where your attention, time and talent
would be most valued and, yes, say no to other
projects that perhaps would be better suited for
someone else!
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The Dos and Don’ts of a NO

So you finally understand why saying NO is
sometimes important, but how do you do it? No
problem. ZOOM is here to help. We are offering
some simple DO’s and DON’TS when it comes
to declining invitations for work or for play.
Follow these simple rules, and you just may be
on your way to a more balanced life!

DO:
• Do be direct! Straightforward simple
responses are the best.
• Do be polite. A simple “No, but thanks for 		
asking” can go a long way.
• Do remember that your self-worth does not 		
depend on how much you do for other 		
people.
• Do be ready to repeat. You may need to
refuse a request several times before the other
person accepts your response. When that 		
happens, calmly repeat your no as needed.

DON’T:
• Don’t apologize and give all sorts of reasons 		
for your declination. There is no need to do so
as long as you are being polite of course.
• Don’t lie. Lying will most likely lead to guilt,
which may lead to more lying in an effort 		
to not feel guilty, which leads to more guilt …
See how this keeps going?
• Don’t say “I’ll think about it” if you don’t 		
want to do it. This will just prolong the 		
situation and make you feel even more 		
stressed.
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I

n the US, public schools are required to
address life after secondary school through
a process called “transition planning.” The
intent of transition planning is to ensure success after high school graduation. Educators
are supposed to work with the student and
the parents to devise a plan for life after high
school. However, there’s bad news. Transition
planning has been in place for over 20 years,
but the employment rates for autistic adults
have not improved. Although many people on
the spectrum are extremely
capable of collegiate level
work (which would increase
their employment prospects), the social demands
of the college environment
can be overwhelming. This
is one of the main reasons
the college dropout rate is so
high for autistic adults.

be different. Is there a relative who works at the
university? Is a long-term friend who understands your child’s needs attending the same
school? Will they room together? The answers to
these questions, among others, may lead you to
decide to forego the community college route.

First-generation
College Students

Is your child a first-generation college student?
These students, with or without
autism, face a very foreign environment and generally have a
harder time adjusting. Plan for
you and your child to meet with
teachers and recent graduates to
discuss college experiences. Don’t
know any college students? Check
out the article following this one
that contains real quotes from
autistic college students about their experiences,
suggestions and thoughts.

“It’s never too early
to take the reins at IEP
meetings and create
your own college
transition plan.”

Are you ready for the good news? Planning
ahead can make all the difference. It’s never too
early for you and your child to take the reins
at IEP meetings and create your own college
transition plan. The following are some suggestions on what can be included and what you
can do to help improve your autistic loved one’s
chances for a successful college experience.

YOU and YOUR CHILD are
the experts.

The school may have some nice recommendations, but if something doesn’t make sense for
your child, speak up. Then offer an alternative
that might work and explain why. For example,
the school is very likely to recommend a community college for the first two years of study.
There are lots of studies that suggest that the
community college environment is a much
smoother transition for most autistic students,
mainly because the student is still living at
home and has time to adapt to college academic
expectations before also trying to handle dorm
life. For most students, it is an excellent recommendation; however, your child’s situation may
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Visit the campus special
populations’ office.

You will need to go with your child because the
campus cannot communicate with you without
your child’s consent. Ask the people there what
paperwork they will need to secure your child’s
accommodations. Expect to submit papers from
the school and from the doctors who have been
working with your child. If your child will start
school in the fall, you will want to have this paperwork in place by the middle of March so that
your child can register for classes early, ensuring
a comfortable schedule.

Avoid long gaps between
classes.
Your child has probably been accustomed to
classes every day, back to back. Many students
with autism have trouble deciding what to do
with two or three hours between classes. Always
register early so that such gaps can be avoided
as much as possible. Make sure the student’s

advisor explains which classes meet Monday,
Wednesday and Friday and which ones met
Tuesday and Thursday.

Accommodations

Accommodations your child had in high school
may not be available on the college campus.
There are a few campuses with special programs for students
with autism (see
our article “Congratulations! You
Graduated High
School. Now
What?” for a list
and descriptions
of programs), but
most campuses
do not have such programs in place. Your child
is not likely to have a one-on-one aide. I did
have a student come to class with her mom.

Her mom was her aide. I intend to do the same
for my child when it is his time to go, but not
everyone has that luxury. Scheduling classes
with a good friend from high school can also be
helpful, but most of our children will be on their
own.
Furthermore, some college instructors will not
understand your child’s individual needs. Is
your child
sensitive to
sound and
accustomed to
headphones
or earbuds?
You and your
child will
need to consult with each
instructor about requests for such accommodations. Typically, you can expect seating near the
instructor, extra time for tests and maybe some-

“Many students with autism have trouble
deciding what to do with two or three
hours between classes. Always register
early so that such gaps can be avoided
as much as possible.”
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one to take notes for your child. Other accommodations will be based on what you can work
out with each instructor. Be prepared to
teach each instructor
about autism and how
it affects your child.
Many college instructors know their subject matter quite well, but teaching methods are
learned sporadically. They may know nothing
about autism.

This may cut down on noise levels.
As you can see, many of these steps cannot be
handled by school personnel and IEP meetings
alone. Parental involvement, developing a
good transition plan and
teaching your child how
to be a self-advocate are
key for a successful college experience.

“Accommodations your child had
in high school may not be available on the college campus.”

Living on campus

If you and your child decide that living on
campus is appropriate, you may want to request
a few special items. Unless your child is rooming with a good friend, I highly suggest you get
a private room. The sensory issues associated
with a roommate can be overwhelming, not to
mention scheduling conflicts and lack of privacy. Also, request a room near the end of the hall.
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Dr. Tracy Spencer is the wife of an aspie and
the mother of an aspie. Her doctorate in special
education was focused on Autism Spectrum
Disorder. She currently resides in Texas with
her husband, two sons and three dogs.
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“College is surprisingly supportive if you are willing to
look. There are so many resources and tutoring options
that many people just aren’t
aware of.”

ADVICE

2 Where do you live and
why?
“Home. It’s cheaper to live at
and commute, and it also gives
me the comfort of a stable environment.”

FROM AUTISTIC COLLEGE STUDENTS

“Dorm because I like being in a
community.”
“A studio apartment because
it is much cheaper than living
in the dorms and because I can
stay there for the remainder of
my college education without
having to move every year.”

3 How do you keep track of
classes and assignments?
B Y

D A W N

M A R O T T E

I

recently conducted a survey in which I
asked six questions to autistic college students. The survey was anonymous, so students
were encouraged to be very honest. Below are
just few of the insightful answers I received. For
more advice, I invite you to visit my website
ASD-DR.

1 What supports do you receive in college,
and how does it compare to high school?
“I’ve learned there is a distinction between
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“Google Calendar, tons of
Post-its, exchanging email with
the teachers.”

‘supports,’ which I am responsible to figure out,
and accommodations which are a legal right in
college.”
“I realized my grades would really suffer if I
didn’t take advantage of the accommodations I
was legally entitled to. The accommodations I
get include double time on tests, consideration
of excess absences, the ability to record lectures,
the ability to type rather than handwrite in-class
assignments and the ability to leave the classroom if I get too anxious.”

“This is a skill I have developed with age and with finding
a therapist who was willing to
focus on my need for coping
tools.”

by the things that bother you
as you do, so you need to tell
people when it happens because they have no idea it’s
happening otherwise.”

“Spending time alone in lowsensory environments, especially nature.”

“Hang in there, kid. Things
will be rough for a while, but
you’ll become tougher. Everything will be okay. Nothing is
forever.”

5 How do you motivate
yourself?

“Don’t be afraid to use the
skills you do have (typing)
to communicate your needs
to adults. They love you, and
they will help you, whatever it
takes.

“By thinking that I am worth
living like any other person
and that I can obtain a degree
despite hardships.”
“I motivate myself by controlling my environment and
planning daily time for intense
exercise and nature.”

“You’re not stupid. You’ve actually got autism and dyslexia,
so go get tested and get some
help.”

“Scheduling everything (including food, exercise and
sleep) in my Google Calendar
with reminders helps as does
having people around me to remind me to leave my room on
occasion.”

“I always print off my schedule
in the beginning of the year
and check it often.”

6 If you could go back in
time and give a piece of
advice to your high school
self, what would it be?

“I write down deadlines, meetings, etc. in a planner.”

“I would tell myself to be more
assertive.”

4 How do you handle stress?

“For the love of God, stop worrying what others will think
and ask for help if you need it.”

“Tons of stimming. I have
sound-muffling headphones
that I keep in my bag with me
constantly.”

“No one else feels as agitated

“Try harder to get supports.
Also, make sure you’re eating!!
Oh, and animation is way better than computer science.”
“You’re not a freak. You don’t
have ADD. You’re autistic, and
you’re not broken.”

Dawn Marcotte started
www.ASD-DR.com to
help families with autistic
teens and young adults
by providing information on over 300
colleges around the country that provide
support for autistic students. The site
also has information and tips directly
from autistic college students.
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Releasing Gifted Kids into the Wild
RETOUCH BY DAVID FINCH

F

or all they knew, my parents had raised a
well-adjusted young man. Bright, funny,
ambitious—at the age of eighteen, it
seemed as though I possessed all of the adjectives a person might need in order to be successful in life. I, too, had thought I had my act
together, having soared through all the requisite developmental milestones of
a Gen X-er at age-appropriate intervals:

nized as the step that necessarily followed high
school. The coursework wasn’t the problem; it
was living independently that seemed to be the
issue. I just wasn’t prepared for the demands of
real life.
Of all the things I’d learned in my honors and
advanced-placement classes, none of it had to
do with functioning like an adult.

Laundry, for instance, was just something that
everyone else seemed to know how to
do. Sure, I had vague recollections of my mom cranking dials and pressing
d
buttons on the machines
e
arn
e
l
’d
I
s
g
at home. Detergents were
e thin
Age 7: Stopped pred
Of all th
n
a
s
r
added, and there was
no
tending to be a Duke
in my ho ment classes,
some screen thingy that
-place
of Hazzard
d
e
c
h
n
t
i
a
v
gathered lint, but this
ad
do w
had to
t
i
f
.
Age 8: Began preo
t
constituted the entirety
e
l
non
adu
n
a
e
k
i
l
tending to be GI Joe
of my knowledge of
ing
unction
f
laundry processes. For
Age 12: Began recitthis reason, I avoided
ing entire episodes of
doing any laundry my entire first week and
ALF—girls were not
a
half at the University of Miami. I’d pass the
impressed by this remarkable skill
dormitory laundry room on my way to class,
Age 15: Began reciting entire Monty Python
see a bunch of kids my age sitting atop their
routines—girls were not particularly interested
machines and reading newspapers as their deliin this skill either
cates swished and swashed, and think, Where
Age 16: Purchased first SUV with help from my
did they develop such remarkable domestic
parents—girls were sort of interested in this
acumen?
Age 17: Started listening to ska music—girls
were definitely not interested in this
Age 18: Applied to colleges and, once accepted,
stopped studying
It wasn’t until my first semester in college that
my parents and I realized how terribly mistaken
we had been about my abilities. Despite having earned higher than a 4.0 GPA and serving
as president of the National Honor Society, I
wasn’t ready to take what I’d always recog-
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By the end of my second week in south Florida,
the heat and humidity had made it impossible
to cover up the fact that none of my clothes had
been washed since before I left Chicago. Every
outfit I had stunk like a P.E. uniform, so I ratcheted my courage and headed to the laundry
room with my heaping basket and unopened
bottle of Tide. It appeared as though all of the
machines were in use, but only some of them
were running; the others were simply full of
unclaimed clothes. Most of the machines had

stacks of quarters sitting next to them, and so I
assumed that the University of Miami provided
these quarters for students. How nice, I thought.
Ignoring the snickering behind me, I opened
one of the washing machines, pocketed the
quarters next to it and started removing the
unattended garments—some girl’s underwear
and workout clothes—setting them in a neat
pile on the table in the center of the room. I was
just pulling out the last sports bra when the girl
entered the room with her friends and proceeded to berate me for touching her underwear and
stealing her quarters.
It was one of those moments when an innocent
person is made to look like a pervert and a thief,
and no explanation is going to clear his muddied name. What could I have said? “Yes, I am
holding your bra. Yes, your change is in my
pocket. No, I didn’t do any of this on purpose.”
And so I did what any freshman dork in engineering school would do: I fled amid laughter
and scorn and vowed never to return to the
laundry room.
Over the next few months, my transition into
real life grew increasingly rockier. By midterms, my roommate had promised to murder
me—this, after my annoying daily routines had
pushed him too far. In October, my parents
called to ask why I hadn’t been paying my tuition, my response being, “Woah, I have to pay
tuition?” And on the final day of classes, it was
brought to my attention that all students were
responsible for registering themselves for the
spring semester; if they didn’t, they wouldn’t
be allowed to return. I nearly missed my second
semester of college because I’d failed to visit
with my guidance counselor, despite his many
attempts over the course of nine weeks to set up
a meeting with me.
As for my laundry? My solution was simple:
keep buying new clothes every week. It seemed

a brilliant plan until I arrived home for Thanksgiving break with three large duffel bags completely filled with rancid clothing, dropped
them at my mother’s feet and told her she had
a lot of laundry to do while I was home. Her facial expression said it all: “How could someone
so smart be so dumb?”
There are basic skills that some of the brightest
people in our society need to be taught. And
because we’re so capable in the classroom, it’s
easy to overlook this. More colleges are now
offering transition programs for undergrads,
and students on the spectrum should take full
advantage of these life-changing resources. But
there is so much we can do to prepare our baffling, gifted kids as they grow into junior adults
to prepare them for college or career. We must
teach them autonomy, self-reliance, time management and social skills. Forget the academic
stuff—these are the skills a person needs to be
successful in life.
That, and a basic awareness that you don’t
touch other people’s underpants—not for all the
free quarters in the world.

David Finch is a humorist, inspirational speaker and author
of the acclaimed New York Times best-selling memoir, The
Journal of Best Practices. David’s essays have been published
in the New York Times, Huffington Post, and Slate, and
he contributes to Psychology Today. To book David for your
next event or to contact him in person, please visit his website.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
FACE VALUE COMICS
CREATOR DAVID KOT
BY JACOB (J.) FUENTES
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M

y name is Jacob, also known as J (the
letter, not the bird), and my mom is
Sharon, the Editor and co-founder of
ZOOM. When Mom came to me and asked if I
wanted to interview a comic book writer who
was autistic, like me, and created an autistic superhero, I eagerly said, “yes!” You see, I LOVE
comic books. I named my dog Stan Lee … need
I say more? I read all the comics so I could prepare for my Interview with Mr. David Kot.

David: (For the WHAT) I saw great outcomes
with FACS among the autism population and
imagined a creative way to share what I was doing with other people.

As a professional therapist, I had many clients
with autism—most faced the same issues with
What I like most about Face Value Comics is
understanding their own and others’ emotions.
how relatable the characters are. I may not have
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) was very
a robot friend who helps me navigate the social
effective with my clients. This theory suggests
conundrums of life,
that everyday human
but I have Mom!
expressions, like hapI also knew we live in a
Heck, she even
piness or fear, can be
points out when
physically measured
girls are flirting with
by how specific
and
me … but that is a
muscles react. Like a
different article. So
rattlesnake’s warning
perhaps that is why
system, human emoI was able to easily
We needed a
tions have biological
put together some
Regardless of
to origins.
questions for Mr.
age, gender, nationKot, who I guess
fill the public gap in leader- ality, etc., people exliked them. Look
press a small number
at the cool note he
ship, so I made one.
of universal emowrote me.
tions on their faces.

“
world fraught with
economic
political
issues around
autism.
representative hero
”

Dear J,
Aside from this interview, I found a likely connection to you in how you asked questions. When
everyone seems to ask the question “Where are
heroes nowadays?”… I can point to you! I wanted
to say how valuable I found your questions, with
equal compassion.
Bravo, man, bravo.
Dave
He really is a great guy—and not just because
he called me a hero! Anyway, his answers to
my questions are extraordinary and above and
beyond anything I imagined I would get back. I
think you will think so too when you read them.
-----
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Value Comics cast have some kind of special
needs. Since I never wrote comics before this
series, I went with what I know best: clinical diagnostics. Each main character has a complete,
yet fictional, psychological profile. In this way,
we lend certain legitimacy in our characters’
behaviors, drawn from accurate definitions and
experiences.

J: It is one thing to have an idea; it’s another to
follow through with it. What or who convinced
you to make Face Value Comics a reality?

I also knew we lived in a world fraught with
economic and political issues around autism.
We needed a representative hero to fill the public gap in leadership, so I made one. The Zephyr
is more powerful for affecting change than I am,
but it is the kids’ success with FACS that motivates me to continue writing these comic books.
(And for the WHO) I must acknowledge the
love and support of my wife, Angela. Her patience helps her understand how my own autism manifests, and she guides me to calmer
pastures. She believes in the work we do and
helps write the stories, especially from a female
perspective. Today, Angela and I form one of
the very, very few husband-and-wife writing
teams.
We could not do what we do though without
the help of our best friend and artist, Sky. De-

But we are working with the Vera Institute on
Justice, the Center on Victimization and Safety
and the U.S. Department of Justice to develop
a new and different series. We have a lot of
research to weave into a fantasy plot, and this
series will be much smaller in size and page
count and more suitable for the waiting room of
a therapist’s office.
----J: Your main character has a robot friend who
helps him navigate socially. Who helped you
navigate the social world when you were a kid?
Michael and TESS relax at the park.

spite having more than thirty years in this comic
book industry, Sky says he’s reached more
people with more meaningful impact with Face
Value Comics than anything else he’s done on
a printed page. With support from people like
these two, how can we not be successful?
----J: What does it feel like to be the first comic
book creator to have an autistic superhero? Are
there any plans to make any other special needs
superheroes?
David: I don’t know anything differently. I
never wrote a comic book before this series, so
having ANY superhero would be a monumental achievement for me. When our team first
launched the series locally, I hoped we would
sell about one hundred copies. Man, was I
wrong with that number! We’ve sold about 1500
copies in the past couple months alone.
Most people do not know that many of our Face

David: TESS is a direct nod to the common
therapeutic support staff (TSS) who can help
some young persons with their behaviors.
Without these front-line defenders, the current
medical and social services systems would collapse under the weight of immediate attention
and clients scrambling to get help. I happily
acknowledge my peers who often go underappreciated.
Perhaps my senior prom best exemplifies how
I got along with other kids in school. I didn’t
attend but went to the school-sponsored party
following the dance. There, students played free
video arcade games, shot pool, and generally
relaxed with their friends. Here, I played NBA
Jam for at least four hours, beating every single
person who challenged me. Of course, Shaquille
O’Neal and Scott Skiles provided a nearly unbeatable pairing, but I knew this from my constant hawking of fantasy basketball statistics,
and it made me a challenging opponent. I guess
I knew where my strengths were, and I played
to those strengths.
-----
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J: What about now? Is it still hard to have social
interactions (i.e., do interviews and stuff like
that)?
David: In this calendar year, I’ve cancelled on
family, friends and professionals numerous
times. I think I can have a lunch meeting but
cancel at zero-hour. I don’t even date my wife in
public because I have some difficulties. We went
to an aquarium this spring, and I left in a weeping puddle. New sights, sounds, and very little
help when I got lost only reinforced my decision
to keep to myself.

based upon your real life? (Aside from the
whole alien invasion thing ... I hope!)
David: I made a conscious decision to avoid
making the comic book about my therapy. Setting this firm boundary helped me; otherwise
every ex-girlfriend or former boss would be
eviscerated as a dastardly villain. No, I have a
great therapist who can help me sort out my
feelings without using the comic book as my
own mouthpiece.
----J: Who is your comic book idol (writer, illustrator or even character)
tell great
and why?

“
science-fiction stories
less fiction
more science
about autism and
non-medicinal
coping strategies.”

I like to talk about
My role is to
the comic book,
so that task isn’t
like real traditional
“work” for me. Dewith
spite these things,
and
I know that I have
a responsibility to
reach our fans, and
that means sticking out my neck.
For the kids, I can
do this work sometimes. I try. I much prefer to have interviews
via emails or even the telephone. It may sound
funny to some people, but I usually dress-up for
interviews, even if the other person won’t see
me. It just seems like something people do—
dress up for an interview—so I do, too.
----J: Are any of the storylines in the comic books

Dave and Angie Kot at a comic
shop an always favorite haunt.
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David: I respect Geoff
Johns (Green Lantern
at DC). Despite a firm
rejection letter from DC,
he went on to make one
of the most iconic covers
in comic book history
(X-Men #1). Years later,
he bought the company
that once rejected him.
Johns heavily invests in
his characters, and my own writing style and
character development is modeled after his professional work.
----J: If you could give any message to the parents
reading this article right now, what would it be?
David: Presume more competence, and please
communicate with me. Sometimes I fear that
society mistakes us for a large comic book publishing and autism research team. You’ve asked
me more questions than we have people at Face
Value Comics/Autism at Face Value, Jay.
We have had amazing success in just two years,
including validation from Diamond Comic
Distributors as having a bone fide comic book,
a fantastic scientific review of our comics in a
medical journal (Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders) and lots of television and
radio and printed interviews. This spring, we

Finally, I ask young people to DO good works.
helped influence public education in our special
While we discuss a comic book that features a
needs classrooms by adopting FACS into the
hero with autism, many kids are having a bad
curriculum. With just a few email exchanges,
day. They might need a friend. They might
the attention, awards and professional credits
need someone to share a game or new idea.
we earned helped us meet with legislators about
They might need to feel that they
better services
are an active and valued role in their
for autistic perIn
today’s
fluid
society,
world. We can help by being our
sons. Later this
best selves and offering the same
fall, we’ve been
we
can
be
whomever
kind of help we sometimes need,
invited to speak
and present
or whatever we want. too. In today’s fluid society, we can
be whomever or whatever we want.
research to the
Choose to be and do good, first.
United States
Congressional
Autism Caucus
as subject-matter experts and advocates!

“

Choose to be and
do good, first.”

Still, we are just parents and average people. My
role is to tell great science-fiction stories with
less fiction and more science about autism and
non-medicinal coping strategies. Bottom line …
reach out to us; we are here!
----J: What about us kids? What would you say to
those of us who are autistic comic book enthusiasts?

Jacob (J.) Fuentes is a 14-year old high school
freshman, a comic book connoisseur, member
of the drama club, a mean chess player and a
self-proclaimed man of the world. You can reach
him via his mom (Editor SHARON) by emailing zoomautism@
gmail.com.

A picture of Myra holding a simple “Hi” sign should remind
people to be themselves, and to be good.

David: Choose to be positive. Despite challenges, many people can help you. As an only
child living in the rural countryside, I didn’t
have easy access to help or even friendly visits.
I created a world where good triumphs over
evil. This mindset carried over into my adult
life, and I’m still make-believing that good CAN
overcome anything negative in life.
For aspiring comic book creators and fans, I encourage solid reading habits. I remember reading Marvel Comics’ “Thor” and understanding
their Nordic myths. Racing to the encyclopedia,
I learned more about the legends and could predict certain plot elements. In our books, every
character’s name has a very significant meaning. For example, did you ever wonder why our
character Duchenne always seems very happy?
Learn more about our characters’ names, and
readers will learn more about most of our characters.
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ZOOM IN

“

Dear SuperMom
BY LYDIA WAYMAN

Y

ou think it’s a secret, but every kid knows
that every mom has a cape.

Take the standard picky-eating rule. You
checked with doctors and nutritionists, but they
didn’t get it. This kid would scream, gag and sit
there all night without ever touching one bite…
and she would do it day after day.

It was a rough time for both of us, but it wasn’t
long before you learned about the my-kid-is-different powers. They helped you prepare for the
unexpected, like your child’s all-consuming passion for one obscure subject and total disregard
for the other typical kid things. You learned to
patch up the holes when things fell apart on errands or family outings. You got the very highest level of that all-important power—choosing
your battles—and you wished you’d had that
one a long time ago. It would have helped when
your totally typical older one wanted to be
called by another name and wear her dress-up
clothes to the store.

And every real SuperMom knows that kids
simply cannot make a scene in public places, or
they risk not being allowed to go back to that
place for quite a long while. But your kid would
lose it at fireworks, airports, itchy shirt sleeves,
the door on the toy barn that made a “moo”
sound when it opened, Disney villains, and notthe-right-kind of anything.

It took far longer than it ever should have, and
it put the whole family through so much stress
to get there, but you finally learned what you’d
been missing the whole time: AutismMom
powers. You were scared at first because parents whispered and shared stories about their
relatives who had those powers—they were
exhausted!

Everybody knows that kids say please and
thank you. They look at the adult who speaks to
them. Kids keep their rooms clean. Kids like to
pretend. They like to be held and cuddled when
they’re scared, don’t they?

AutismMom powers are incredible! Right away,
they opened the doors to limitless information
and resources. You read about sensory issues,
and the lifetime of screams, tears and food issues made sense. You learned about services
and therapies. You got a tiny bit of hope when
you found other families who had to bring their
own food to a restaurant and guide their adult
children across a street or down a sidewalk, and
these families live in your own backyard! You
realized they’d been there all along, all through
your own tough walk as a mom, and through
your own years as a kid. They’d always been
there—you just hadn’t thought about them—
but now you remember the boy in your fourth

When I was born, your cape was already wellworn, having been through six years of motherhood with my big sister. It didn’t take very long
to start to wonder if maybe this cape wasn’t up
to a kid like me.

Not this kid. I broke all the rules.
That wise and well-worn Mom cape hadn’t met
a kid like me. But it didn’t make sense! How
could you be so lost when you had the EveryMom powers? They arm every mom with everything she needs to know. And everyone says
moms have the strongest powers in the world…
but they weren’t enough!
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I remember hard times—
screaming at itchy tights,
fears I couldn't name,
teachers who thought
it would fix everything
to tell me I was smart enough
to know beer—
but I never remember
you failing me.

”
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All the time you’d been searching for answers,
I’d been facing my own struggles. Kids are supposed to come with their own EveryKid superpowers (Oh, maybe they didn’t in your day…
it only started after the dinosaurs died out.)
Every kid knows about eating the veggies to get
the dessert, asking another child to play at the
park and going for help or grabbing a parent if
they’re scared, but I didn’t have those powers.
Everything that was automatic to other kids was
often confusing, frustrating and even painful for
me.
I may not have many typical young adult powers now, like wearing high heels or knowing
one wine or beer from the next, but I do have
powers. I’m creative and determined, which
makes me a great problem solver. I don’t always
greet people or say “I need a break,” but I aced
grade math class, your first boyfriend in college,
my way through grad school with my creative
and…my dad. Well, that makes sense of some
writing that often shared my experience with
things.
autism. I’m content with
what I have—tiny apartment,
Since you’ve
You
understood
that
no
maer
laptop, weighted blanket,
learned about
how badly some people wanted cat—sounds like paradise!
autism, I’ve
I’m currently excited about
heard you say
to jam your square-peg kid
the massive minion invasion
that it feels like
into
a
round
hole,
it
would
only
and the hope of an adjunct
it’s your fault
professor position. I know
for not knowing
damage the peg.
who I am. I try to put others
sooner and for
first. I’m happy. But I’m not
thinking I wasn’t
like most young adults…
listening when, really, I wasn’t able. As a mother, you said, of course, that you blame yourself.
… and you’re not like most moms. All moms
have super powers, but you are the SuperMom
But I don’t blame you. I remember hard times—
this kid has needed to become the very best
screaming at itchy tights, fears I couldn’t name,
she could be—happy, unshakeable and always
teachers who thought it would fix everything to
grateful.
tell me I was smart enough to know better—but
I never remember you failing me. You went on
a mission for cotton tights, and you didn’t force
I remember
me into crowded places or make
me take biteshard times—
of foods that don’t really seem
like food to me.
screaming
at itchy tights,Lydia Wayman is an autistic advocate, writer,
Most of all, you understood that no matter how
fears I couldn't name, blogger and speaker with a B.S. in Education
badly some people wanted to jam your squarean M.A. in English/Nonfiction Writing.
teachers
who thought and
peg kid into a round hole, it would
only damShe manages the website and communications at
age the peg. You’ve always shown
pride in fix
my everything
Parents in Toto, a family-based autism nonprofit, and she is a
it would
squared-off edges.
Young Leader with the Autistic Global Initiative.

“
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If you and your spouse were to divorce tomorrow, would you be able to financially care
for your autistic child on your own—perhaps for your child’s lifetime?

CONNER’S LAW
They were told
‘They Can’t’
‘They Won’t’
‘They Never Will’
And they said...
WATCH US!

“

to tell me I was smart enough
to know beer—
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but I never remember

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

SB923 Conner’s Law passed in VA. Join our advocacy movement while we
go state by state, changing laws as needed….

Because a disability doesn’t stop on a child’s 18th birthday.

Conquer for Conner
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CUMMINGS AND GOINGS
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s a now-single parent of a 23-year-old
son, I have felt the gambit of every emotion. Perhaps that is why I liked the Disney Pixar movie Inside Out so well. Facing the future for both Conner and me has been
difficult. All the plans of our future became
a closed book. A new chapter in a new book
must be written. As a mom who was doubting
herself, feeling lost and overwhelmed, scared
of the future and the ‘what-ifs,’ I looked in an
entirely new direction and reached out to both
the ARC and the Autism Society of Northern
Virginia. This was one of the best decisions I
have ever made. These organizations welcomed
us with open arms and guidance. No judgement on where I was for the past 20 years, just
“how can we help?” They helped give us the
tools not only to face our future but also to embrace it. Conner and I became so active within
the Autism Society on a local and national level
that I became a board member for both.

just the two of us. Not only were we going
to get to attend so that Conner could receive
his award, but also, as a board affiliate, I was
going to be part of the day-long introduction/
training.

During our wild and wonderful journey, Conner and I found our voice and turned a Virginia
loop-hole into a bill #SB923 and converted the
bill into a law—Conner’s Law. Conner, to our
surprise and delight, was nominated for the
2015 Advocate of the Year Award by the Autism Society of America and won. I cannot say
how excited and humbled we were (picture
lots of stimming and jumping) as we knew
that so many of you deserved this honor. The
award ceremony was to be held at the national
convention, July 8-11, in Denver, Colorado. So
Conner and I were off on a new adventure as
we had never flown across the states together

Sharon Cummings, Conner Cummings, David Finch
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The Autism Society, which is celebrating 50
years of support, announced a new vision
at the conference. They are implementing a
very important new strategic plan that sets the
course for living in a nation where each person
with an autism diagnosis is always provided
the highest level of respect, dignity and value
and provided every opportunity to constantly
maximize his or her quality of life.
The conference was energizing. We met so
many wonderful people—some for the first
time and some face-to-face after only be-

ing friends on Facebook. The
speakers were informative
and interesting. There were
so many sessions to choose
from that it was hard to decide
which to attend. The ones we
did attend did not disappoint
us. A few of Zoom’s regular
contributors were speakers
themselves, which was an extra
bonus for Conner and me. I
learned a great deal. One of the
highlights of the convention
for me was meeting all these
people who “get it” and have
similar yet unique stories.
Conner was one of the individuals to receive an award
on the last day, just before the
closing keynote speakers. At
that point in time, I was not a
representative from the Board
of Directors for ASNV, nor was
I a partner in Zoom. I was simply and proudly Mom—Conner’s mom. Prior to the event,
we went to the stage so that
Conner could practice walking up the steps and speaking
at the podium. He aced it and
said he was done and asked if
I felt better now. I paced the
room until the event started
while Conner sat on the floor
with plugs in his ears, listening

Stephen Shore, Jennifer O’Toole, Conner
Cummings

to his favorite music. And then
I sat right in front of that podium along with friends, trying
to listen to what everyone was
saying prior to Conner giving
his speech and accepting his
award. I had two people taping it. The speech was a blur
and a stop-in-motion event all
at the same time. I was taking
pictures through watery eyes,
and when his speech was over,
I looked around and said, “Oh,
my gosh, people are standing
up for Conner. He is getting a
standing ovation.” That comment and my watery, mascarastained eyes are on one of the
videos! I saw Conner get his
award; I did not see Conner get
his award. It was all a beautiful wonderful haze of love and
proudness (Conner’s description).

After the closing ceremony,
people came over to Conner
and shook his hand, took selfies and asked him if he knew
that he had received a standing ovation. Some even shared
how their eyes watered during
his speech. Conner responded
verbally in Conner’s way, and I
simply watched, thinking back
on those scary days, knowing
there are still some scary days
ahead, but for this day … well,
I was reveling in this magical
moment.

Sharon Cummings
Executive Director/
Co-Publisher & Founder
zoomautism@gmail.com
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Your most
important goals
aren’t just
financial ones
If you want to provide a lifetime of support for your child, we can help.
We’ll work with you to address a number of the concerns — financial,
social and legal — that come with caring for a loved one with special
needs. Call to learn more today.
Mark Friese, CRPC®
Senior Vice President – Wealth Management
Wealth Management Advisor
Portfolio Manager, PIA Program
Chase Phillips
Financial Advisor
Portfolio Advisor, PIA Program
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1152 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 6000
Washington, DC 20005
202.659.6138
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Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (“MLPF&S”), a registered broker-dealer and member SIPC, and other
subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation (“BofA”).
Investment products: Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value
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I

think most people find small talk to be inconsequential. A casual conversation over the
water cooler about last night’s game, a simple
how was your weekend-type question, a spontaneous discussion about the weather, news or
daily events—for most folks, this type of “small
talk” is something they do while on autopilot.
Why, then, is small talk such a reliably stressful
event for those on
the autism spectrum?

together. This, in turn, creates pauses and delays
that just make small talk more of a chore than it
is for most other people.

Sensory Overload
In addition to social data, there is a lot of surrounding sensory
input during each
interaction. The lights
in a room or the random sounds of any
given location are
things that autistics
can be sensitive to,
making it difficult for
them to concentrate
on an already confusing discussion. Most
people can integrate
both verbal and nonverbal conversation
without having to do a lot of extra mental work
to naturally filter out extraneous sensory data.
Autistics, however, process this information in a
different way and can receive more input than is
comfortable or easily manageable (which is why
I don’t even think these issues are deficits—I
would say that individuals on the spectrum are
frequently seeing far more than most people).

"Even the most trivial

discussions do not
feel trivial; they feel like

I know that, in
my case, even the
most trivial discussions do not
feel trivial; they
feel like elaborate
obstacle courses
that are mentally
exhausting, even
when they go
well. This is the case for a variety of reasons, but
a few stand out more than others.

elaborate obstacle courses
that are mentally exhausting, even when they go well."

Information Overload
Even if people don’t realize it, every conversation contains an overwhelming amount of information. There is more involved than simply
what people say; there is also the huge number
of ways in which they say it. This is because
non-verbal communication is a crucial part of
the average person’s social vocabulary. Things
like gestures, vocal inflection and eye contact all
play a role in our conversations, even though
most people are not consciously aware that they
are using them. Many autistics can have a hard
time understanding these nuances of non-verbal
communication.
I know that I have a hard time following small
talk because there is just too much going on. I
hear the words the other person is saying, but
the meaning of those words can be drowned
out by all of the additional information like eye
contact and hand gestures. I perceive a lot of it,
but then I need quite a bit of time to piece it all
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Small talk is a skill that allows
two people to learn a great
deal about each other in a short
amount of time. So then, what
is an autistic person who may
have challenges in this area to
do? Below are three constructive concepts that may help or
at least make you feel a little
less anxious.

1. When possible, focus
on making social connections around special
interests.
Many autistics are deeply
passionate about certain topics, and this can function as
a bridge to others who share
those interests. In other words,
rig the game. Deal with small
talk by finding appropriate
places to bypass it and focus

on discussions that are more
in line with your personality.
That way, you have comfortable spaces that provide an
emotional counter-balance
to the other areas where the
social world is more challenging. Clubs, hobbyist meetings,
extracurricular classes and so
on can be a solid way to find
like-minded people and build
confidence. Rigging the game
in your favor can be a positive
way to create better outcomes.

2. Have realistic
expectations.
The goal should not be to
thrive anywhere and everywhere; unreasonable goals
like this can often backfire and
create a debilitating amount
of anxiety and self-doubt.
Don’t try to force yourself to

be something you’re not. This
holds true for both autistics
and non-autistics.

3. Learn to identify your
differences...
… and know that they will
be helpful in some situations,
not as helpful in others …
and that’s okay. Once you’ve
mapped out who you are and
how your mind works, it gets
a lot easier to play to your
strengths. It becomes easier to
change the rules of the game
and find settings where you
can thrive precisely because of
your differences and who you
are.
I’ll give an example about
identifying differences and
using them to your advantage. Growing up, I always felt

Fear of Making a Mistake
To make matters worse, a lot of people can react
negatively to even the smallest of social mistakes. Precisely because people consider small
talk to be easy, they can find it strange that
anyone would struggle with it. This can lead to
any number of negative reactions, depending on
the context. Those who stumble through small
talk may experience teasing, rejection or difficulty initiating social connections at school or
work. They can build up a lot of anxiety about
small talk because they know they’ll receive an
unpleasant reaction from a social world that is
too often unforgiving.
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ashamed about being socially awkward. I was
frustrated and depressed by how difficult it was
to process even the
simplest forms of
social data. Then,
later in life, I realized something
important: how
people react to
awkwardness actually provides me
with useful information about them. If they pay no attention to a
mistake, seem interested in true connection and
not just surface-level stuff, then they are interesting, comfortable people to be around. If they
are thrown off by delays and verbal stumbles,
if they find those who are different to be weird
and embarrassing, then they are petty, judgmental people. Who needs them? Awkwardness, I
learned, actually functions as a form of social
radar; it helps me identify people to avoid. It’s
a strength, not a weakness, and I can’t help but
think that people who are adept at small talk
often have no idea how much information they
are missing out on.

To me, life with differences often gets down to
developing these kinds of understandings. You
take something
the world wants
you to hide and
you flip the
script. You own
that trait in a
way that makes
you stronger,
that reverses
what the world
wants. Small talk can be a serious challenge, but
with self-advocacy and the right perspective, it
can be a lot easier to live with.
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Q&A

In the past, notable change (like a key staff
member leaving) would put me in a dizzying
tailspin of anxiety, uncertainty and frustration. (In other words, I would regress, bite, and
scream—not a recipe for wining friends and
influencing people.) Focusing on work would
not be possible until a set schedule and structure was again established—sometimes taking
months. These days, I have learned to respond
differently. I do not react immediately. I study.
SS (my smiling shrink) turned me on to this
concept of “never worrying alone.” She stole the
idea from Edward Hallowell’s book, Driven to
Distraction at Work: How to Focus and Be More
Productive. Hallowell recommends: “You just
have to find someone you like and trust. My
basic three-step method of worry control is as
follows:
1. Never worry alone.

How Do You Deal With
Change?

2. Get the facts. (Toxic worry is rooted in wrong
information, lack of information or both.)
3. Make a plan. Having a plan reduces feelings
of vulnerability and increases feelings of control.”
For me, this strategy became possible a few
years ago when I was finally able to make and
sustain real “non-paid friends.” I wrote about
how friends came to be in I Might Be You: An
Exploration of Autism and Connection.
Recently, my house manager of 5 years gave her
two-week notice. Instead of going inward and
letting my fecund catastrophizing imagination
ruin my mental and physical health, I chose to
connect and problem solve with two old friends
and my parents. That decision to reach out
immediately had me feeling empowered and
supported.
That is why the “Ask Barb” portion of my work
is so important. I want to make it safe and easy
for others to reach out so that they are not alone
in worry and finding solutions.
~ Barb Rentenbach (“Ask Barb” at
info@loudmuteradio.com or 442-BARB-989 and
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visit her website at http://muleandmuseproductions.com/loud-mute-radio/.)
When something is not going the way I like or
going as planned, I literally say out loud, “Plot
Twist!” Think back to your favorite movie; [the
plot twist] is when the biggest turnarounds
happen. It is the same in real life. It’s the moment you were not expecting, and yes, that can
be hard. You just have to keep telling yourself
“everything is hard before it gets easy.”
~ Jennifer O’Toole (To hear more about handling plot twists and other awesome advice
from Jennifer, check out her new podcast, Geek
Talk, at http://asperkids.com/speaking-geek.)

One place I frequently have to deal with change
is when I fly to speak at autism conferences
around the world. With the state of airlines
these days, delays, cancellations and other flight
irregularities often result in missed flights. The
best way to deal with these disruptions is to
have as much information as possible so that I
have options at my disposal. That means having
the necessary apps to devise alternate routings
to my destination at a moment’s notice when
necessary.
Sometimes I’ve even used cancellations to my
advantage. A couple of winters ago, bad weather resulted in a delay on a flight to New York
that connected in Boston. Upon being informed
of this delay in Boston, I kindly asked the agent
at the desk if I might avoid the next flight being cancelled by just waiting until the following
day.
Jackpot! I got a bonus night to go home and stay
with my wife before heading to New York the
next day. Yayyyy!!! When airlines give you lemons ... grow a lemon tree and relax in the shade.
~ Stephen Shore (For more wonderful
input, check out Stephen’s website:
www.autismasperger.net.)
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SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

Toys + Technology + TALENT =

JONATHAN MURPHY AND JAMES SULLIVAN
MAKING A LIVING DOING WHAT THEY LOVE

Now Available on Amazon,
Barnes & Noble.com and at
any book seller upon request
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A

s a creative professional, earning a living through art can be
a challenge. Actors, for example, must juggle acting gigs,
another job (or jobs) with auditions (lots of them!) and
attending workshops to keep honing their skills. Creative professionals must devote as much time to networking as they do to
their art. You get hit with the double whammy if you are a creative
artist—actor, filmmaker, fine artist, musician, writer, etc.—and
autistic, for there may be even more challenges. An autistic individual may experience sensory overload, anxiety while managing
chaotic and unpredictable schedules, trouble securing and holding down multiple jobs and difficulty self-promoting. Why should
someone pursue a creative career, whether autistic or not? My best
response is that if you are born to be creative, you must create. It’s
what you are meant to do.
For Jonathan, my son with Asperger’s Syndrome, discovering his
talent for acting was transformational. It built his confidence, and
he became more open and comfortable in social situations. It was
a pathway to higher education, and he was successful in earning
his degree in theater arts. Today, Jonathan
works as a professional voice actor. He
has an agent and has worked on some
great client projects, including a
release of Electronic Arts SimCity™
and in-park character voices for
California’s Great America Theme
Park.
Aspergian James Sullivan found a
route to his college success through
his passion for filmmaking. James
is part of today’s YouTube zeitgeist,
making his own video series called,
“Jamietud,” where he reviews videogames, cartoons, movies and anything else that catches his attention.
Jonathan and James are both extremely talented and hard-working and have the passion and desire to work.
Yet, they struggle to consistently find the kind of employment that
will allow them to showcase their expertise and get paid for doing
it.

An Idea Is Born
I am always looking for an opportunity for Jonathan and other
talented autistics, which is why I approached Laura Jienke with
an idea. Laura is the CEO of Kayle Concepts and creator of the
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duction of eight videos. The project is a perfect
Bluetooth®-enabled Bluebee Pals plush toy
match for James’ and Jonathan’s skill sets and
companions. (The Bluetooth connection inside
will allow both gentleman to do what they love
the plushies allows each Bluebee Pal to move its
and earn a pay check while doing it!
mouth in sync with a song, app or voice coming through a mobile phone.) “What if Geek
Club Books could produce a series of entertainWhy This Project Is So Important
ing educational video shorts with the Bluebee
Pals about autism and, most importantly, use
These types of created opportunities are so
autistic talent to write,
important for the autistic
perform, voice, film
community. As James said,
If you are
and edit them? Think a
“I think that this is a way
modern-day, quirky Mr.
of reaching out to autistic
Rogers having a chat
children and their parents
It’s
what
you
are
with his Bluebee Pal,” I
in a way that has never
said. Laura, who, while
quite been done. Educating
meant
to
do.
a business woman, also
by way of something that
believes strongly in
brings them comfort like
social responsibility, loved the idea and gave me
a plush toy is a good way to get kids engaged.”
the greenlight by commissioning an initial proJames also believes that it will help educate chil-

born to be
“
creative, you must
create.
”
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dren who are not on the spectrum. “When I was
growing up, I knew very little about my autism,
and neither did my
teachers and especially not other children my age. I think
our
it will help them
understand some of
their peers who they
sense might be different.”

and the only jobs that I’ve done that have paid
the bills since then have been the opposite of
video. I’ve gotten
work as a handyman, teacher’s
aide and data
is
input specialist,” says James.
but it is
Bluebee TeeVee
has emboldened
James to pursue
his dream of working fulltime in video filmmaking while getting PAID to do so. “To me, it’s a
dream. I am so thankful to have this wonderful
opportunity to work in a craft that I am most
comfortable in and for Laura at Bluebee Pals for
taking a chance on me.”

“Creating opportunities
for
loved ones not
always easy,
worth
every effort!”

Jonathan likes the fact that it brings autism out
into the open in a way that’s approachable.
“There shouldn’t be any shame about being on
the spectrum, so we don’t need to hide it. When
you are fearful, that’s when bullies can take advantage. Let’s talk about it.”

Starving Artists … No MORE!
Creating opportunities for our loved ones is not
always easy, but it is worth every effort! Every
person has the right to meaningful employment
and to pursue their dreams. For Jonathan, working on Bluebee TeeVee puts him smack dab in
his sweet spot. “Coming up with their personalities and developing character voices for each
of the Bluebee Pals? This is what I do best.”
Perhaps James summed it up best when I asked
him what this opportunity means to him. “I
graduated five years ago and have spent five
years in limbo doing my own video projects,
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Laura has generously donated a Plush Huggable Bluebee Pal for ZOOM to give away! Make
sure to Follow ZOOM on Facebook to learn how
to win! To learn more about Bluebee TeeVee and
Bluebee Pals, visit their website.

On August 9, I married my partner
Omar in front of our families. We’re
very happy! (I’m the one in the dress.)
-Karin Gomez

Jodi Murphy is the founder of Geek Club Books,
a 501c3 charity with a creative autism education
and empowerment mission. She is also co-founder of Zoom Autism Magazine, a lifestyle digital
magazine for the autism community. Her focus is on affecting
change through storytelling and technology. She dreams of a
world where those on the autism spectrum are valued and given
every opportunity to shine, using their talents and abilities.
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ZoomAutism.org
ZoomAutism.com
Facebook.com/ZoomAutism
@ZoomAutism
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